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Abstract
Phishing is a website forgery with an intention to track and steal the sensitive information of online users. The attacker fools the
user with social engineering techniques such as SMS, voice, email, website and malware.
In this paper, we implemented a desktop application called PhishShield, which concentrates on URL and Website Content of
phishing page. PhishShield takes URL as input and outputs the status of URL as phishing or legitimate website. The heuristics
used to detect phishing are footer links with null value, zero links in body of html, copyright content, title content and website
identity. PhishShield is able to detect zero hour phishing attacks which blacklists unable to detect and it is faster than visual based
assessment techniques that are used in detecting phishing. The accuracy rate obtained for PhishShield is 96.57% and covers a wide
range of phishing web sites resulting less false negative and false positive rate.
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V.
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1. Introduction
Phishing is criminal activity which aims to trace the user’s sensitive information such as username, password, bank
account number, credit card details and social security number without his/her permission. This activity is possible by
designing a new website mimicking the trusted website in both content and design attributes. Phishers takes care such
that user is unaware of entering into phishing zone and leading to disclosure of his/her sensitive information.
Anti-Phishing Working group (APWG) is an organization which collects the phishing information from various
sources like APWG feed, company contributions, China Internet Network InformationCenter (CNNIC), Anti-phishing
Alliance of China (APAC) and private sources across the world. APWG generates and releases reports in quarterly
and half yearly describing the statistics of malicious domains and phishing attacks in different regions of the world.
According to APWGGlobal Phishing survey report 1H20141, it received 123,741 unique phishing papers from January
to June 2014, compared to around 115,565 in 2H20132 survey of previous year. The report states that average uptime
of phishing sites is 32 hours and 32 minutes and the median of the life spans of phishing sites is 8 hours and 42
minutes. This report indicates that half of the phishing sites are getting shut down in less than a day but the average
uptime clears that attackers are using sophisticated techniques to bypass heuristic antiphishing solutions.
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The sources of phishing attacks are mostly from email, websites and malware. In email based phishing, attacker
sends millions of emails to millions of users such that at least thousands of them would fall for it. Mostly emails
claims to be arriving from a trusted organization. The links provided in phishing emails draws user into entering
phishing website. In website based phishing, website is duplicated targeting trusted website users into revealing
sensitive information.Users may reach to phishing sites through some social networking sites like Facebook or Twitter.
In malware based phishing, malicious software like Trojan horse is inserted into compromised legitimate site and
when the user clicks on the link, the malicious software is installed into system and then software tracks the sensitive
information within the computer and sends it to the attacker. The malware can be inserted into legitimate site via links
or an audio ﬁle or a video ﬁle. Most of the recent malwares are multifunctional i.e. they can steal the data, make the
victim’s computer as a part of botnet or download and install other malicious software without user’s notice.
Attackers sometimes target speciﬁc group of people or organizations or companies or roles to get intellectual
information, business secrets or military information etc. instead of ﬁnancial gain. This variation of general phishing
is called Spear Phishing. Mostly these attacks are carried out by attackers who are having deep knowledge about the
internet experience of user. Attacker tracks the user’s frequency of visits to a legitimate site and then try to compromise
the legitimate site so that the community of people will get affected. The main intention of spear phishing is to steal
sensitive information where as general phishing is to engage ﬁnancial frauds. Whaling is a type of spear phishing
where the target of group is a bigger ﬁsh like executive ofﬁcer of private business and government agencies.
Due to the rapid growth of sophisticated phishing techniques developed by sophisticated attackers, fresh phishers
are easily able to create phishing websites through phishing toolkits3 which are available in the internet. Hence use
of antiphishing techniques like blacklist, whitelist, heuristic and visual similarity based approaches have become less
effective in detecting phishing websites. Blacklist4,5 or whitelist6 works only on the URLS that are recorded in the
respective list and fails to detect if the URLS falls under out of list scenario. This approach gives either false positive
(whitelist) or false negative (blacklist) rate. Frequent updating of lists is must in these approaches.
Heuristic approach7–9 studies structure of phishing websites content and URL, extracts the features of phishing and
designs a model to detect phishing sites on the basis of extracted features. This approach has less false positive or false
negative and faster than list based approaches but these are less accurate compared to list based approach. An attacker
can bypass the heuristic ﬁlter and can reach his goal of stealing credentials after getting aware of heuristic technique.
Visual similarity based approach10–13,21 compares the suspicious website visual content like images, text and styles
with trusted domain visual content. If the similarity between the websites is above a certain threshold it is treated as
phishing site otherwise as legitimate. This approach is slow compared to above two approaches because it needs an
initial visual content database of all trusted websites to be compared with the suspicious website and also comparison
operation of visual content is costlier than URL comparison.
To bypass ﬁltering of antiphishing techniques, phishers use variety of techniques such as replacing of web content
like text, links and styles. Therefore antiphishing techniques which are based on text8,14, links9,15, 16 and styles9 may
stop detecting such types of phishing attacks. The antiphishing techniques based on image comparisons used to counter
the above phisher tricks but may result in high response time and tests patience of online user due to high computation
cost of image comparison of suspicious site and legitimate image database.
To reduce the growth of phishing attacks we need a solution consisting of combination of above antiphishing
approaches. In this paper, a novel heuristic approach to detect phishing webpages has been proposed. Here we
presented the working of our approach and implemented the same as a desktop application. Our application is able
to detect normal phishing sites and also sites replacing content with images. In this paper, we term phishing sites
replacing content with images as image phishing site.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the related work on anti-phishing techniques and
their comparison with our proposed solution is given in a table. Section 3 explains methodology and working of our
application. Section 4 shows the experimentation and results. Finally, we concluded the paper by giving key points of
our entire work in section 5.
2. Related Work
To gain the knowledge on phishing concepts, techniques and anti-phishing techniques we did a literature survey on
phishing by reading more than hundred papers. In this section we describe outlines of some anti-phishing techniques
and comparison of these techniques with our work is shown in Table 1.
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Whitelist Blacklist Heuristics Visual
similarity
Google Safe Browsing [4] Yes No No No Yes No No
PhishNet [5] Yes No Yes No Yes Yes No
PhishGaurd [7] Yes Yes Yes No No Yes No
Cantina [8] No Yes No No No Yes No
SpoofGaurd [9] Yes Yes No No No Yes No
BaitAlarm [11] Yes Yes No Yes No No Yes
Visual similarity based phishing
detection [12]
Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes
Liu et al. [13] Yes Yes Yes No No No Yes
PhishShield Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes No
Google Safe Browsing4 uses blacklist antiphishing technique to detect phishing technique. The suspicious URL is
checked in the blacklist for its presence. The Suspicious URL is classiﬁed as phishing site if it is found in blacklist
otherwise classiﬁed as legitimate website. The limitation in this approach is that phishing sites which are not listed
in blacklist are not detected. These type of non-blacklisted phishing sites are called as Zero day phishing sites. This
technique may lead to high false negative rate. A small change to the blacklisted URLs would result in no match with
blacklist and hence cannot be recognized by the tool.
PhishNet5 technique takes blacklist as input and predicts variations of each URL based on ﬁve URL variation
heuristics such as Replacing Top Level Domain (TLD), Directory structure similarity, IP address equivalence, Query
string substitution and Brand name equivalence. This technique covers the exact match limitation which is stated above
in Google safe browsing. However, this technique also has same limitation of not detecting zero day phishing attacks.
PhishGaurd7 extension feeds the large number of random generated credentials to the login form, restricts user’s
original credentials from submitting and based on the responses of server it chooses to feed the users credentials.
If the response of server to bogus credential is success then user is alerted with a warning of phishing message. But
the extension may create a worry to online user thinking that he/she already given his credentials to the phishing site.
The extension also violates the ﬁrst line of defense i.e. preventing phishing websites reaching to online users.
Cantina8 technique depends on the textual content of the website. Term Frequency–Inverse Document Frequency
(TF-IDF) algorithm applied on the textual content combined with additional heuristics used to detect phishing attacks.
The top ﬁve tokens with highest TF-IDF is submitted to search engine followed by comparison of suspicious link with
search engine results. This approach fails when the text of website is replaced with images or addition of invisible text
which matches background color of the website.
SpoofGaurd9 plugin works, based on the phishing symptoms of suspicious website. Some of the phishing symptoms
considered are host name check, host name sensitivity, URL check, Image check, Password ﬁeld check and links
check. These symptoms or heuristics are assigned with weights of same value or different value. If total score of all
heuristics of a suspicious website exceeds a threshold then it is classiﬁed as phishing website otherwise as legitimate.
It has an advantage of detecting zero day phishing attack but has a limitation of high false positive rate.
BaitAlarm11 uses visual features comparison to classify phishing and legitimate websites. Phishers must use same
styles to imitate the graphics of legitimate website so authors considered Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) for detecting
phishing websites. Authors taken a legitimate site and compared with a large number of phishing sites indicating need
of whitelist. The limitation of BaitAlarm is that computation cost of CSS style comparison with whitelist database is
too high.
Hara et al.12 developed a technique which classiﬁes the suspicious websites based on image similarity. Authors
used ImgSeek application for comparison of legitimate and suspicious image. This technique can auto update the
whitelist with addition of suspicious websites that are classiﬁed as neither legitimate nor phishing. The limitation of
this approach is very high false positive and high false negative rate. Image comparison at client side leads to delay in
browser’s experience.
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Fig. 1. Architecture of proposed solution.
Liu et al.13 proposed an approach that detects phishing based on the visual features of a suspicious websites. The
visual features such as block level (text and images), layout similarity (DOM) and overall style (cascaded style sheet)
are compared with respective features of legitimate website. Each feature is assigned with weights according to the
priority played in designing a legitimate website. Authors classify a suspicious website as phishing websites if its
visual similarity is above a threshold value otherwise classiﬁed as legitimate. The limitation in this technique is high
response time i.e. this scheme needs large legitimate image database and visual comparison of suspicious website with
image database is too costly.
3. Proposed System
Figure 1 shows the architecture and Table 2 shows algorithm of our proposed work. We divide our work into ﬁve
modules which acts as ﬁlters to verify legitimacy of the URL. These ﬁve modules are considered as ﬁve levels of
detection. The name of the application called PhishShield takes URL as input and gives output as status of website i.e.
phishing or legitimate or unknown.
We also calculated the identity of the URL based on the maximum frequency of domain15 that are extracted from
the hyperlinks of HTML.
3.1 Use of whitelist
In the ﬁrst level of detection, domain of the URL is compared with trusted website list called Whitelist.
If comparison is successful, the URL is classiﬁed as legitimate otherwise PhishShield continues to second level of
detection. Before entering into the second level of the detection, HTML webpage is parsed and stored as a Document
Object Model (DOM) element.
3.1.1 Detection of login page
Phishers use phishing tool kits3 in creating fake login forms to steal sensitive information. As online users reveal
sensitive information mostly in a login page therefore we mainly focus on only login page websites for phishing
detection. The login page existence is found through parsing the html of website for input type = “password”. In the
presence of password type ﬁeld, the application PhishShield continue the execution otherwise stops the execution
process as the user does not have a way to enter his/her conﬁdential information. This ﬁltration would prevent phishing
detection process on ordinary websites not containing login forms. If needed the detection process can be extended to
ordinary websites with minor alteration in the proposed system.
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3.2 Zero links in body portion of HTML
In legitimate sites, the presence of at least one link is certain in the body of web page. For example, if the website
contain login form then the body of the page may contain hyperlink texts as either signup or forgot password or others.
In phishing pages, the page content sometimes may be replaced with images and may not contain any links in the
body section of html. Sometimes replaced text images are referenced to NULL links or trusted domain links but this
property is addressed in Null footer links and website identity heuristic phishing detection.
In this second level of detection, image phishing sites are ﬁltered with a heuristic factor i.e. zero number of links
in the body of HTML. If number of links is zero, it is classiﬁed as phishing site based on image phishing detection
otherwise application proceeds to next level of detection.
3.3 Footer links pointing to NULL (#)
We term links in footer section of website pointing to NULL value or value starting with NULL character as NULL
footer links. An anchor tag pointing to NULL value is called as NULL anchor. It indicates link is redirecting to its own
page. From this fact of information we derived third level of detection heuristic.
In this third level of detection, we consider footer links present in the website and calculate the value of links.
Phishers mainly focus on making user to stay in the login form. Therefore they might design login form page with
some or all links as NULL links, leads users directing to a page consisting login form. Hence, in papers16,17 authors
have considered proportionality of the null links with total number of links for ﬁltering the phishing sites but many
of the legitimate sites also includes the null links such as logo link pointing to NULL (#) so it may sometimes create
wrong classiﬁcation. By our experimentation on various legitimate sites, we found none having null links in the footer
section of the website. Hence, from this observation we derived a heuristic factor to ﬁlter the phishing sites.
If the anchor tag in the footer section is pointing to null i.e.
<a href = “#”>
<a href = “#skip”>
<a href = “#content”>
then the URL is treated as Phishing URL otherwise PhishShield forwards to next level of detection. Figure 2, shows
the footer section with hyperlinks pointing to “#” value.
3.4 Use of copyright and title content
In the fourth level of detection, the <div> tag containing copyright section and <title> tag containing title content
is extracted from DOM object. In legitimate sites, copyright and title text in the page mostly contains the domain
information of the website, we use this information to detect phishing with the help of whitelist. The copyright content
is extracted and tokenized into terms. Each term is compared with white list for the match. If the match is successful
then the entered URL is classiﬁed as phishing site otherwise parsed content is forwarded to next ﬁlter. Figure 2, shows
the copyright content consisting domain information i.e. Amazon, it is extracted and compared with whitelist for
checking legitimacy status.
3.5 Website identity
Website identity is determined based on the frequency of hyperlinks with in the website. In legitimate website,
frequency of the hyperlinks pointing to its own domain is high when compared to frequency of the hyperlinks pointing
to foreign domain. As phishers try to imitate the behavior of legitimate sites, they insert the links in their websites
pointing to the target domain. This information is used to identify the website identity of the given URL by calculating
domain of the link with maximum frequency. If the domain of input URL of PhishShield application does not match
with domain having maximum frequency (website identity) then input URL is considered as phishing site targeting to
domain with maximum frequency. For example, www.abc.com is the input URL to the application and www.ebay.co.in
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Fig. 2. Screenshot of phishing site along with footer and copyright section.
is the domain with high frequency, as both of the domains differ, www.abc.com is considered as phishing site targeting
www.ebay.co.in.
This ﬁlter is used not only to detect phishingwebsites but also identiﬁes phishers target domain that is being imitated.
The parsed HTML content is passed through this ﬁlter mandatorily even if the phishing has been detected from the
above ﬁlters so that target website is revealed to the user.
4. Experimentation and Results
We implemented PhishShield which is based on URL content and Web content of the URL such as null footer links,
copyright and title content. To develop our tool we used NetBeans 8.0.2 IDE, JAVA compiler, JSoup API and ﬁrebug
tool.
JSoup19 is used for parsing the html contents of webpage and extracting html contents such as links in footer,
copyright, title, CSS etc. Firebug is an open source Firefox extension which is used for debugging, editing, and
monitoring of any website’s CSS, HTML, DOM, XHR, and JavaScript.
The whitelist we used for the experiments is based on the target list from PhishTank20. PhishTank is an antiphishing
website where anyone can submit, verify, track or share phishing data. It maintains a phishing archive consisting
of valid, unknown, online or ofﬂine phishing sites. To evaluate the performance of our PhishShield application in
detecting phishing websites, we collected 1600 phishing valid, invalid, unknown, ofﬂine, online phishing sites URL.
We also collected 250 legitimate websites, out of which 176 are taken from PhishTank and remaining are considered
randomly.
4.1 Evaluation metrics
In order to calculate the accuracy of our proposed system we used following evaluation parameters18.
• False Positive (FPos):
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Table 2. PhishShield algorithm.
This measures the rate of legitimate sites (L) wrongly classiﬁed as phishing sites (P).
FPos = L → P
(L → P) + (L → L) (1)
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Fig. 3. Veriﬁcation of suspicious URL through PhishShield application.
• False Negative (FNeg):
This measures the rate of phishing sites (P) wrongly classiﬁed as legitimate sites (L).
FNeg = P → L
(P → L) + (P → P) (2)
• True Positive (TPos):
This measures the rate of phishing sites (P) correctly classiﬁed as Phishing sites (P).
TPos = P → P
(P → P) + (P → L) (3)
• True Negative (TNeg):
This measures the rate of legitimate sites (L) correctly classiﬁed as legitimate sites (L).
TNeg = L → L
(L → L) + (L → P) (4)
• Accuracy (Acc):
This measures the overall rate of correctly detected phishing and legitimate instances in relation to all instances.
Acc = (L → L) + (P → P)
(L → L) + (L → P) + (P → L) + (P → P) (5)
where L → P is number of legitimate sites misclassiﬁed as phishing, L → L is number of legitimate sites
correctly classiﬁed as legitimate, P → L is number of phishing sites misclassiﬁed as legitimate, P → P is
number of phishing sites correctly classiﬁed as phishing.
On experimenting 1600 phishing sites and 250 legitimate sites we could get the below values of metrics as shown
in Fig. 4. Column chart. Figure 3 shows veriﬁcation of suspicious website with PhishShield.
The effectiveness of our proposed method depends on the right input. Our method fails to detect phishing when all
of the ﬁlters are bypassed by the phishers. There are some types of phishing sites, requests sensitive information on
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Fig. 4. Performance results of PhishShield application.
pages that do not mimic any legitimate webpage. PhishShield fails to detect these category of phishing sites because
these sites does not use targeted legitimate content to display webpage hence bypassing of ﬁlters takes place in these
scenarios. Of course if legitimate website is not mimicked to request sensitive information then even an unsophisticated
user can identify the difference and get a suspicion on it. PhishShield also fails to detect phishing sites when JSoup
parsing failure occurs.
5. Conclusion
In this paper we have proposed a novel heuristic solution to detect phishing attacks and developed it as an
application called PhishShield. The heuristic features presented in the paper are extracted from website without
intervention of user using JSoup. We have explained our method with algorithm and shown that our solution detects
phishing based on heuristics (copyright, null footer links, zero links of body html, link with maximum frequency
domain) and whitelist.
The main advantage of our Application is that it can detect phishing sites which tricks the users by replacing content
with images, which most of the existing anti-phishing techniques not able to detect, even if they can, they take more
execution time than our application.
We believe there are many possible ways to improve these results in terms of performance and computation cost.
In future, we may involve developing additional heuristics combined with other techniques like genetic algorithms,
neural networks to increase the accuracy and improve the response time of the application.
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